ELOS FOUNDATION SERVICE CENTRE

Our business is viabilizing your Elos philosophy project, supporting it’s spreading through realization of actions in the movement & building sustainable relationships/partnerships for change

For who
- Communities/NGO’s/governments/ companies wanting to set up projects with facilitators of Elos, warriors or Oasis Game trained with support of the Elos Foundation
- Warriors without weapons with collaborative projects
- Oasis trained wanting to set up collaborative projects

What services are offered and what are benefits of the service centre?
- Foundation as administrative basis for your project
- Foundation as maincontractor to funds and grants for your project
- Support in setting up projectplan + budget, building a funding strategy for project
- (co-) writing to applications and calls of proposal
- Network of funds, database of funds and supporting organizations for your project
- Coaching during execution of project
- Communication and increased visibility around your project
- Use of newest official Elos materials

Conditions
Making use of the service centre is possible under the following conditions;
- Contracting: Between you and the Elos Foundation a contract can be established under dutch law for your work and role in the project. In most cases you need to be entering into a project relationship as an entrepreneur or other form of organization that can send invoices.
- Communication: You agree to the proposed communication conditions related to the use of Elos logo’s and references in public, depending of our collaboration.
- Reporting: You agree to reporting the projects impact and learnings in a reporting structure offered by Elos.

Financial agreement with service centre:
Elos Foundation makes project agreements based on roles divided between applicant of services. Highlighted roles are explicitly for Elos Foundation:
- Administration and contracting 5%
- monitoring 2,5%
- Elos materials 2,5%
- reporting 2,5%
- Writing of applications, lead fundraising and contact funder 5% (if applicable)
- projectcoordination 5% (if applicable)
- Coaching 5% (if applicable)

What do you get out of collaborating with the service centre?
- Collaboration: sharing learning and collaboration building a mutually beneficial relationship
- Accreditation: if you are in the certification process, collaborative projects contribute to your growth on the path
- Success: increased possibility of realization of your project
- Community: being part of a closer circle to Instituto Elos and warriors community
- Visibility: through facebookposts, blogs, press releases and mentioning of project as a case on our site

Do you have an idea? This is the process
Step 1 indication; you indicate you want to set up a project through the service centre via servicecentre@elosfoundation.org
Step 2 check-in; a conversation to understand purpose, plan, viability and expectations
Step 3 roles; based on agreed roles Elos foundation and applicant fill in the role-division-sheet
Step 4 action; and together we get to work to make your project come to live!